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We experimentally demonstrate synthesis and in-situ analysis of multimode plasmonic excita-
tions in two-wire transmission lines supporting a symmetric and an antisymmetric eigenmode. To
this end we irradiate an incoupling antenna with a diffraction-limited excitation spot exploiting a
polarization- and position-dependent excitation efficiency. Modal analysis is performed by record-
ing the far-field emission of two mode-specific spatially separated emission spots at the far end of
the transmission line. To illustrate the power of the approach we selectively determine the group
velocities of symmetric and antisymmetric contributions of a multimode ultrafast plasmon pulse.

PACS numbers: 42.79.Gn, 73.20.Mf, 84.40.Az, 84.40.Ba

Miniaturization of functional optical circuits is ham-
pered by the diffraction-limited modal profiles of di-
electric waveguides [1]. In contrast, plasmonic modes
supported by noble-metal nanostructures offer subwave-
length confinement [2–4] and therefore promise the re-
alization of nanometer-scale integrated optical circuitry
with well-defined functionality [5, 6]. While single-mode
operation is a design goal for dielectric waveguides, in
plasmonic nanocircuits multimode interference could lead
to enhanced functionality based on the control of near-
field intensity patterns [7–9].

Previous work towards the realization of optical
nanocircuits relied on chemically grown single-wire wa-
veguides pioneered by Ditlbacher et al. [10]. In such
systems the plasmon excitation and emission efficien-
cies depend on the wire diameter, which at the same
time also determines the spectrum of modes and their
respective dispersion relations. In addition, structural
uncertainties, such as the uncontrolled shape of the end
facets, have a strong influence on the far-field excita-
tion and emission properties of different modes [11–13].
By combining careful selection and micromanipulation of
chemically grown nanowires, indeed prototypes of opti-
cal nanocircuitry have been demonstrated in which mul-
timode interference is exploited [14, 15].

Despite these achievements, it is a necessary next step
towards advanced plasmonic nanodevices to obtain inde-
pendent control over light coupling and propagation in
optical nanocircuits by a deterministic synthesis of mul-
timodal excitations. The existence of a transverse and a
longitudinal mode in chains of closely spaced plasmonic
nanoparticles [16, 17] led to a proposal of deterministic
coherent control of a routing functionality in a branched
particle-chain waveguide circuit [9]. Later on, easier to

fabricate metal-insulator-metal (MIM)-type waveguides,
such as grooves and channels [18] were applied e.g., to
implement logic operations, albeit via single-mode inter-
ference [19].

To obtain more flexibility and control in terms of ex-
citation schemes and available modes, two-wire trans-
mission lines (TWTLs) offering a symmetric and an an-
tisymmetric mode [20], are a logical extension of both
single-wire and MIM concepts. However, experiments so
far have only considered the antisymmetric mode[20–22].
Importantly, TWTLs can be combined with linear dipole
antennas to tailor the in- and outcoupling of light [21–24].

Here, we use plasmonic nanocircuits [23] consist-
ing of an optimized incoupling antenna (generator), a
transmission line with a mode-dependent characteristic
impedance, and a mode detector (load). The struc-
tures are fabricated by focused ion beam (FIB) milling of
single-crystalline gold flakes and therefore structural de-
tail and plasmon propagation are not limited by the grain
boundaries of multi-crystalline gold films [10, 25]. We
show that by controlling polarization and exact position
of a near-infrared laser focus with respect to the antenna,
any superposition of TWTL modes can be launched and
analyzed by a single-shot in-situ far-field read-out of the
mode detector. As a first application, we selectively de-
termine group velocities and time delays of pure-mode
contributions of a multimode ultrafast TWTL plasmon
pulse.

Control of multimodal excitations provides advanced
circuit functionality, e.g. through deterministic coher-
ent control of nanooptical fields as described in [9] where
multimode operation is a necessity. Such control of con-
fined fields can also be used for the implementation of
nonlinear optical switching effects and the controlled in-
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FIG. 1. (color online) Principle of the experiment. (a)
Cartoon: launching, propagation and re-emission of TWTL
modes. (b,c) Simulated transverse modal profiles in an in-
finitely long TWTL on glass for the symmetric (b) and anti-
symmetric eigenmode (c). Instantaneous charge distributions
are symbolized by “+” and “-”.

mode property symmetric antisymmetric
λeff/nm 480 434
ldecay/nm 2628 1892
vg/10

8 ms−1 1.26 1.16

TABLE I. Eigenmode parameters (free-space wavelength
830 nm). λeff denotes the effective wavelength, ldecay the in-
tensity decay length and vg the group velocity of either mode,
respectively.

teraction of guided modes with single quantum emitters
[26, 27].

Plasmonic nanocircuits [Fig. 1 (a)] consisting of an
incoupling antenna, a TWTL, and a mode detector,
were fabricated by FIB milling (FEI company, Helios
NanoLab) of a large single-crystalline gold flake (38 nm
thickness) deposited on a cover glass [25]. For the cho-
sen dimensions only two TWTL modes with considerable
propagation length (>2 µm) exist. The transverse modal
profile of any multimodal excitation propagating along
the TWTL at a fixed position therefore is a superpo-
sition of these two eigenmodes after transients have ex-
pired [23]. Figures 1 (b,c) show the simulated transverse
eigenmode profiles of the symmetric and the antisymmet-
ric mode for a TWTL consisting of a pair of gold wires
with rounded upper corners on glass elevations above a
glass half space (Lumerical Solutions Inc., MODE Solu-
tions). The false color scale represents the time-averaged
near-field intensity. The corresponding eigenmode prop-
erties are summarized in Table I. The longer propaga-
tion length, longer effective wavelength, as well as higher
group velocity observed for the symmetric mode are con-
sistent with its lower field confinement.

The mode detector attached to the far end of the
TWTL can be read out via a diffraction-limited far-
field measurement and therefore provides direct in-situ

feedback on the actual modal composition. Its opera-
tion principle relies on the different interaction of sym-
metric and antisymmetric modes with different types of
TWTL discontinuities. Due to a field node in the gap the
symmetric eigenmode is not affected by a termination of
the gap while it is strongly reflected and radiated at a
complete termination of the circuit. The antisymmetric
eigenmode exhibits a field maximum in the gap and is
thus strongly reflected and radiated as soon as the gap
is terminated. A sequence of a gap shortcut followed by
a complete termination of the TWTL therefore acts as
a mode detector by spatially separating the respective
emission spots.

Figure 2 (a,b) show scanning electron micrographs
(SEM) of a plasmonic nanocircuit featuring a 4 µm long
TWTL visualizing the rounded shape of the TWTL wires
caused by secondary sputtering processes during FIB
milling. Figures 2 (c,d) show far-field FDTD simulations
of the mode detector interacting with either of the two
eigenmodes.

The 1 µm spacing between the discontinuities results
in two clearly separated emission spots whose intensi-
ties are proportional to the amplitudes of the respective
eigenmode contributions. The emission is polarized pa-
rallel to the wire axis for the symmetric [Fig. 2 (c)] and
perpendicular for the antisymmetric mode emission spot
[Fig. 2 (d)]. For a quantitative determination of the
power in each mode the respective radiation efficiencies
of the two emission points have to be taken into account.
As a figure of merit (FOM) for the ability of the mode
detector to separate modal contributions we define for
an incoming pure symmetric (antisymmetric) mode plas-
mon FOMi = Ii/

∑
i Ii , i = {sym., antisym.}, where Ii is

the emission intensity at the symmetric (antisymmetric)
emission spot. Perfect mode selectivity corresponds to
FOMi = 1. Due to the small amount of scattered light
at the position of the mode detector we achieve typical
figure of merits of 0.98 in experiments and in simulations.

In order to experimentally characterize the launching
and emission of plasmon excitations, the cover glass sup-
porting the nanocircuit is mounted onto a home-built
inverted microscope setup. An oil immersion micro-
scope objective (Leica, 1.30 NA, ∞, PL Fluotar 100x)
is used to focus a linearly polarized laser beam (λ =
830 nm, 12 nm FWHM spectral linewidth, 80 MHz rep-
etition rate, 100 nW average power measured in front of
the objectives back aperture, NKT Photonics, SuperK
Power with SpectraK AOTF) via a λ/2-plate (Foctec,
AWP210H NIR) to a diffraction-limited (390 nm diame-
ter) spot at the glass/air interface. Once the spot is over-
lapped with the incoupling antenna of a TWTL struc-
ture, plasmons are excited and subsequently re-emitted
at the far end of the structure. The same objective is
used to image the emission spots onto a CCD camera
(Andor, DV887AC-FI EMCCD) via a 50/50 nonpolar-
izing beamsplitter (Thorlabs, CM1-BS013). In order to
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FIG. 2. (color online) (a) SEM of the plasmonic nanocircuit.
(b) SEM cross section of a TWTL (52◦ observation angle).
(c,d) Simulated far-field images (far-field projection [28]) for
a pure symmetric (c) and antisymmetric mode (d) arriving
at the mode detector. Pure modes are excited by illuminat-
ing the incoupling antenna (overall length 450 nm) with a
focused beam polarized parallel (c) and perpendicular (d) to
the TWTL. The intensity scale is normalized to the reflected
intensity at the glass/air interface. To match the experiments
the antenna reflections have been attenuated numerically us-
ing OD 2.2 (left of the green line). (e,f) CCD images (detected
power per pixel) showing the attenuated (OD 2.2, indicated
by the green circle) reflected spot at the incoupling antenna
position and the mode detector emission spots (100 nW ex-
citation power). (c-f) The arrows indicate the polarization.
A nanocircuit outline is superimposed as a guide to the eye.
All images show background “fringes” from direct laser scat-
tering which have no influence on the transmission and thus
the outcome of the experiment.

avoid saturation of the CCD, the strong reflection of the
excitation spot is suppressed by a small beam block (OD
2.2) introduced in an intermediate image plane. The ex-
act position of the excitation spot can be adjusted with
nm-precision by moving the sample using a piezo trans-
lation stage (Physik Instrumente, P-527). The principle
of the experiment is sketched in Fig. 1 (a). Figures
2 (e) and (f) show far-field images of the structure be-
ing excited at the antenna and re-emitting light at the
mode detector structure for excitation polarizations pa-
rallel (e) and perpendicular (f) to the TWTL. To launch
the antisymmetric mode in (f) the polarization was ro-
tated by 90◦ while the excitation spot was kept fixed.
This demonstrates the possibility to excite a well-defined
superposition of both modes simply by adjusting the laser
polarization. It is interesting to observe that not only the
positions of the far-field emission spots match very well
the simulations in Figs. 2 (c,d) but also the respective

spot shapes.
The excitation efficiency of both TWTL modes can be

engineered by utilizing an incoupling structure that links
the field profile of the excitation beam to the modal pro-
files of the TWTL. Here we use a simple dipole antenna
where the length and width of the antenna arms influ-
ence the antenna impedance and therefore the transfer
of power to the respective waveguide mode [23]. In Fig.
3 we plot both the experimentally determined and sim-
ulated incoupling efficiencies into either TWTL mode as
a function of the overall antenna length (350 - 550 nm,
the 290 nm simulation corresponds to the “no-antenna”
– “wire-only” case) for a fixed antenna width (80 nm). In
simulations, the mode-specific incoupling efficiency ηsin
is obtained by evaluating a mode overlap integral at a
distance x from the antenna where direct influence of
the excitation beam and transients can be neglected (i.e.,
2.5 µm from the antenna). By taking into account the
simulated decay length (see Table I) this power is then
extrapolated towards the incoupling antenna position.
Consequently, ηsin reads as

ηsin =
p(x)

p0
×

[
e−x/ldecay

]−1
,

where p(x) is the power in the respective mode at posi-
tion x along the wire, p0 the laser power and ldecay the
intensity decay length of the mode. For polarization pa-
rallel to the TWTL (Fig. 3, red dashed line) the incou-
pling efficiency of the symmetric mode decreases from
a large value of >30% for the case without antenna to
a narrow minimum of <5% at around 425 nm overall
antenna length and then largely recovers for a further
increase of the antenna length. Excitation of the anti-
symmetric mode is symmetry forbidden for this polar-
ization unless the focus is displaced (see below). For a
polarization perpendicular to the TWTL (Fig. 3, blue
solid line) the behavior is quite the opposite. Without
antenna the antisymmetric mode can hardly be excited
(<2% excitation efficiency). By increasing the antenna
length to about 425 nm the incoupling efficiency reaches
a maximum of almost 30% and then decreases towards
another minimum for even longer antennas. For perpen-
dicular polarization, coupling to the symmetric mode is
symmetry forbidden.

To experimentally verify these predictions, 2 nominally
identical arrays consisting of 5 nanocircuits with scanned
antenna lengths have been fabricated. By taking into ac-
count the damping of the wire (see Table I) and the ra-
diation efficiencies of the mode detector emission spots,
the power in each mode at the antenna position can be
extrapolated. We plot the experimental incoupling effi-
ciency ηein (Fig. 3, large symbols), defined as

ηein =
pout

p0
×

[
ηout × e−L/ldecay

]−1
,

where pout is the integrated emitted power at an emission
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FIG. 3. (color online) Simulated (lines, small symbols, ηsin)
and experimentally obtained incoupling efficiency (large sym-
bols with error bars, ηein) vs. total antenna length. Symmet-
ric mode: Illumination parallel to the TWTL (red squares,
dashed line). Antisymmetric mode: Illumination perpendic-
ular to the TWTL (blue circles, solid line).

spot, p0 the excitation power measured in front of the
objective, ηout the radiation efficiency of either emission
spot corrected by the collection solid angle of the objec-
tive lens (about 25% for both modes), L the length of the
TWTL, and ldecay the simulated decay length. While the
experimental data very well reproduce the general trend
the absolute experimental values for the incoupling effi-
ciency are smaller by about a factor of 2. Such a devia-
tion can be caused by experimental decay lengths that are
about 25% shorter than predicted by simulations. The
reason for such deviations is unclear but effects like sur-
face scattering of electrons likely contribute.
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FIG. 4. (color online) Focal spot position dependent modal
excitation efficiency maps (450 nm overall antenna length):
(a–d) experiments, (e–h) simulations. Middle panel: pic-
tograms indicating excitation polarization and emission posi-
tion. When centered on the antenna the antisymmetric mode
(d,h) is more efficiently excited than the symmetric mode (a,e)
consistent with Fig. 3.

So far we have assumed an excitation focal spot per-
fectly centered on the incoupling antenna (neglecting
small displacements along the TWTL) leading to the ex-
citation of pure modes for the two fundamental polariza-
tions. We test the stability of such a configuration by
recording the excitation efficiencies into both modes for

parallel and perpendicular polarization as a function of
beam displacements. Breaking the symmetry, such dis-
placements lead to a significant increase in the excitation
efficiency of the respective symmetry forbidden modes
[29]. Figures 4 (a–d) show excitation efficiency maps
for both fundamental polarizations obtained by record-
ing the integrated emission intensity at the respective
positions of the mode detector as a function of excita-
tion spot position over a range of 1 × 1 µm. For paral-
lel (perpendicular) polarization the maps feature a sin-
gle connected region roughly centered on the incoupling
antenna if the emission is recorded at the correspond-
ing emission position of the symmetric (antisymmetric)
mode. If the “wrong” mode detector port emission is
recorded, then, despite the seemingly wrong polarization,
the corresponding modes can still be detected if the beam
is displaced perpendicular to the TWTL axis. This re-
sults in two disconnected areas in the excitation efficiency
maps which are reproduced by FDTD simulations [Figs.
4 (e–h)]. We conclude that excitation of pure modes re-
quires both control of the polarization and nanometer-
scale precision for the positioning of the excitation spot.
We further conclude that both degrees of freedom, polar-
ization and focal spot position, can be used to synthesize
linear combinations of pure modes.

As an application we demonstrate the selective deter-
mination of the group velocities of symmetric and anti-
symmetric contributions of a multimode ultrafast plas-
mon pulse. We create such a plasmon pulse using a
well-positioned excitation spot polarized at 45◦ with re-
spect to the TWTL [Fig. 5 (a)]. The experiment is
performed using ultrashort pulses (800 nm central wave-
length, 53 nm FWHM, 80 MHz repetition rate, 2 nW av-
erage excitation power) on a dedicated setup [30, 31] us-
ing one of the TWTL arrays of Fig. 3. A time-averaging
detector imaging the mode detector records about equal
intensities for both ports. However, since both modes
travel at different group velocities, the symmetric and the
antisymmetric pulse contributions actually arrive at their
ports at slightly different instants after correcting for the
total propagation distance. Such minute time delays as
well as absolute propagation times can be measured us-
ing spectral-interference microscopy [31]. From the de-
termined propagation times we calculate the respective
modal group velocities. The results are displayed in Fig.
5 (b) and compared to simulated values. Within the er-
ror margins quantitative agreement between experiment
and theory is found and the small differences in the modal
group velocities can be clearly resolved. As expected, the
less-confined symmetric mode is closer to the free-space
propagation speed (about 10% faster than the antisym-
metric mode). No systematic influence of the antenna
length on the pulse propagation time is observed.

We conclude that near-infrared plasmon excitations
(cw and ultrafast) in top-down fabricated single-
crystalline gold TWTL nanocircuits can be prepared in
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FIG. 5. (color online) (a) Emitted intensity scan (log-scale,
no attenuation of direct scattering) of the circuit using 45◦

polarized illumination (λ = 800 nm) [30, 31]. (b) Group ve-
locities of symmetric (red squares, dashed line) and antisym-
metric mode contributions (blue circles, solid line) of ultrafast
plasmon pulses determined for one of the arrays used in Fig.
3. Quantitative agreement between experimental data (sym-
bols with error bars) and simulation results (horizontal lines)
is obtained. Note that the values obtained here differ from
those in Table I due to different wavelengths.

deterministic eigenmode superpositions by positioning a
tightly focused laser beam with respect to the incoupling
antenna attached to the TWTL and by adjusting its po-
larization. Modal analysis is performed in-situ by means
of a mode detector structure that is read out by a single-
shot far-field measurement providing a direct feedback on
the modal composition. Finally, we use these abilities to
study the propagation of a deterministic ultrashort mul-
timodal plasmon pulse by the separate measurement of
the group velocities of its eigenmode contributions.
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